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TALK TO ANTIOCH COLLEGE COURSE
ON THE BLACK AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION
TO WORLD REVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES
BY PREXY NESBITT
FEBRUARY 2007
"That's because so much of Black History Month takes place
in the passive voice. Leaders 'get assassinated', patrons 'are
refused' service, women 'are ejected' from public transport. So
the objects of racism are many but the subjects few. In
removing the instigators, the historians remove the agency and,
in the final reckoning, the historical responsibility."
"So we do not need more white history, we need it better told.
Settlement, slavery and segregation - propelled by economic
expansion and justified by white supremacy - inform much of
what the United States is today. The wealth they created helped
bankroll its superpower status. The poverty they engendered
persists. But white history does not mean racist history any
more than black history means victim's history. Alongside
Blake, Milam and Bryan, any decent White History Month
would star insurrectionist John Brown; the Vanilla Ice of the
Harlem Renaissance, Carl Van Vechten; civil rights workers
Michael Schwemer and Andrew Goodman, murdered near
Philadelphia, Mississippi, during the Freedom Summer of
1964; and Viola Liuzzo, murdered during the Selma to
Montgomery march. It would explain why Ronald Reagan
kicked off his presidential campaign in Philadelphia,
Mississippi, why George W. Bush chose Bob Jones University
to revive his presidential hopes."
"It would offer white people options and role models and all of

us inspiration while relieving the burden on African-Americans
to recast the nation's entire racial history in the shortest month
of the year. White people, like black people, need access to a
history that is accurate, honest and inclusive. Maybe then it
would be easier for them, and the rest of us, to make history
that is progressive, antiracist and inclusive.
Extracts from "White History 101", The Nation, Younge Gary,
page 10, March 5, 2007
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The struggle against racism and for liberation of African American's in the USA has been
long and varied.
Authors Leith Mullings and Manning Marable have divided that struggle up between
phases of:
Resistance
Reform and
Renewal*
In my presentation I will modify their schema to look at stages of:
Resistance
Reform/Renewal
Revolution and
Cooptation
I make this important distinction because in my analysis from the 1960's through to the
beginning of the Reagan Administration and the Nicaraguan Contras War (1981 - 1990)
were a period of a distinctly "revolutionary" phase with the state developing counterrevolutionary machinery such as the FBI' s Cointelpro Program, conducted from the mid
1960's through most of the 1980's. At the end of the revolutionary period comes a period
of intense cooptation and obstaclization of revolutionary thrusts and projects. And this is
the period that we are yet in today.
Throughout the history of the African American struggle there has been a contestation
between two basic impulses. Put crudely they can be described as
A. The nationalist, separatist impulse
B. The internationalist, integrationist impulse
The essential demarcation point of these two historical initiatives is who and how the
enemy is defined. Is the African American struggle a struggle against white people per se
or is it a struggle against a system of oppression that uses white people as instruments?
While it can be observed that at times these two different perspectives faded into one
another, (as was the case in the 1960's during the king/Malcolm years) it is also critical to
note that different objectives mean different strategies mean different results.
It is almost common place now to note that with the exception of a few historical
moments and figures like Garveyism and Malcolm X, the integrationist/internationalist
perspective has been the dominant note throughout most of historical contribution that
African Americans have made to the North American continent.
It is important for us to early on (in this discussion) note that out of that
internationalist/integrationist perspective came the revolutionary impulse that is our main
concern.
• Let Nobody Tum

Us Around, Rowman and Littlefield, 2000
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The impressive work by Marable and Mullings that I cited opening this talk with
observes that during the period between the US Civil War (1860's) and the US Civil
Rights Movement (the 1960's)
"A Third Strategic v1s10n subsequently emerged, with the
developing consciousness of the black working class and the
growing intensity of labor struggles in the United States. This
perspective neither accepted the structure of the contemporary
society nor called for a separate black society, but rather
advocated a radical transformation of the United States based
on a fundamental redistribution of resources."
(Let Nobody Tum Us Around, page xx - Introduction)
In terms of "revolutionary" (i.e., movements geared at a complete and radical
transformation of American society) movements emanating from the African American
community, it is clear that the Black Panther Party (BPP) was probably the most
revolutionary movement to date. But it is important to consider the BPP within its
historical context. As Dr. Tracye Matthews, who would have joined us here in this
course, puts it in some of her seminal writing on the BPP and gender issues.
"The members of the BPP were themselves products of the
larger society" 1
"Beginning in 1964 and continuing each summer though 1968,
disillusionment, frustration and economic discrimination fueled
urban rebellions in black communities across the country. It
was within this context that the Black Panther party for Self
Defense (BPP) formed (in 1966) and staked its claim for
leadership of the black masses." 2
In other words, it is important to consider the historical period in which the BPP emerged
and to bear in mind that the BPP develops during a decade of radical struggle on almost
every front. Nationalli' the women's movement, the anti-Vietnam War Movement, the
'Black power" thrust , the civil rights movement, labor struggles and internationally,
struggles in France and Germany, Cuba, the Congo, China, Vietnam and the Caribbean;
all created a global cauldron of mass movement and revolutionary upheaval.

1
Mathews, "No One Ever Ask What a Man's Role in the Revolution Is" in Sisters in the Struggle: African-American Women in the
Civil Rights - Blacks Power Movement (2001 ), p. 247
2
Ibid, p. 230
3
Marable and Mullings identify 5 major streams within the Black Power Movement:
A. Conservative Black nationalism or black capitalism
B. Cultural Nationalism - US
C. Religious nationalism - (Cane, cleage and the Church of the Black Macama)
D. Revolutionary Nationalism - BPP, CP + YWLL / Che - Lumumba Club/ Dubois Clubs, DRUM and League of
Revolutionary Black Workers
E.
Black electoral political activism - Charles Diggs and the culminating in Gary Black Political Convention of 1992
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In some ways the BPP as a specific and organized social movement is a response to the
failure(s) of the US Civil Rights Movement. i.e., that primarily non-violent struggle for
civil and legal rights and full legal equality that takes place between approximately 1954
and 1968. (It is not adequate incidentally to represent the civil rights movement as one
undifferentiated mass. It had reform moments like the 1957 March on Washington and
the 1963 March with the now corporatized "I have a Dream" speech. And it had
revolutionary moments like the Memphis garbage workers strike and the April 1968
CALC "Beyond Vietnam" speech at Riverside Church. It had conservative leaders like A.
Philip Randolph and Bayard Rustin and it had disciplined/visionary revolutionaries
within it like various SNCC people James Foreman, H. Rap Brown, Stokely Carmichal,
' Karen Jo Koonan and Ella Baker).
Let me, for a moment, put some of my thinking in a more theoretical vein. Drawing from
and stemming out of a tradition of revolutionary thought and praxis come two concepts
that are central to understanding revolutionary projects. One is the notion that the
revolutionary must know and study his/her conditions and history. No theoretical writing
goes into this illuminating political insight as cogently, as brilliantly as the political
thought that comes out of Third World liberation movements. Ho Chi Minh, Agostinho
Neto and Amilcar Cabral are good example. Cabral laid it out clearly in the following:
"A very important aspect of a national liberation struggles is
that those who lead the struggle must never confuse what they
have in their head with reality. On the contrary, anyone who
leads a national liberation struggle must have many things in
his head, and more each day (from the starting point of the
particular reality of his land, and of the reality of other lands),
but he must weigh up and make plans which respect reality and
not what he has in his head. This is very important. Failure to
respect it has created many difficulties in the peoples'
liberation struggle, mainly in Africa.
I may have my own opinion on various matters, on the way to
organize the struggle, to organize a Party - an opinion I
formed, for example, in Europe, in Asia, or even perhaps in
other African countries, from books and documents I have
read, or because of someone who influenced me. But I cannot
presume to organize a Party, to organize a struggle, in
accordance with what I have in my head. It must be in
accordance with the specific reality of the land."
(From Davidson, Basil ed., Unity and Struggle.)
A second concept is the analytical framework which outlines and differentiates
"objective" and "subjective" conditions. These and other stands of revolutionary thought
and praxis come from the revolutionary ideas and practices of peoples ranging from
Bakunin and Rosa Luxembourg through Lenin and Mao Tse Tung to Cabral and Che.
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These political notions and the history that bore these ideas are particularly seized upon
by several historical groupings in the African American struggle. The first grouping I will
briefly describe is elements within the Student Non Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) including people like Ella Baker, Bill Strickland, James Foreman, Zohara
Simmons, Stokely Carmichal, Bob Moses and many 'Others whose "conditions" are their
organizing work in Southern towns and communities in the 1960's.
These are people who are profoundly radical and are simultaneously profoundly
radicalized by their times. They are also people, human beings living out their times, as
E.P. Thompson has noted in his famous Making of the English Working Class. They are
· people, as author Barbara Ransby says in her wonderful book, Ella Baker and the Black
Freedom Movement: A Radical Democratic Vision (2003), for whom "the journey was as
important as the destination" (p. 372). In the same book Dr. Ransby notes that Ella shared
a certain radical humanist view of revolution that was similar to a philosophy held by the
renown scholar, CLR James. Citing CLR's thoughts from a 1974 issue of Race Today
Barbara compares CLR and Ella Baker's views on what a revolution is; what it entails.
CLR wrote, she says:
"A revolution is first and foremost a movement from the old to
the new, and needs above all new words, new verse, new
passwords - all the symbols in which ideas and feelings are
made tangible. The mass creation and appropriation of what is
needed is a revealing picture of a whole people on their journey
into the modem world, sometimes pathetic, sometimes vastly
comic, ranging from the sublime to the ridiculous, but always
vibrant with the life that only a mass of ordinary people can
give."
Thus, within the civil rights movement was a major moment of a revolutionary impulse
in the black American community - another moment was the Communist Party and trade
union organizing in and around World War I and II, campaigns like the freeing of the
Scottsbaros, the Southern tenant formers organizing, and/or unionizing in Northern plants
and factories like the Meat Cutters and Butcher workmen (see the older writings of
Angelo Herndon, Harry Haywood, Earl Conrad and Haywood Patterson and the newer
histories of Robin Kelly and others, particularly Kelly's Hammer and Hoe: Alabama
Communist during the Great Depression (1990)).
A third major moment of a truly radical impulse is that initiated by the Black Panther
Party's formation in the 1960's (let us not dwell too rigidly too exclusively on these
timelines). Clearly these historical projects impact upon and draw from one another. For
example, both Robert Williams armed defense initiatives in North Carolina in 1959 and
Louisiana's Deacons for Self Defense and Justice in the same time frame clearly
influenced the thinking of Huey Newton and Bobby Seale in Oakland as they formulated
the BPP.
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Another National Radical African American Thrust would have been that of Malcolm
X's Organization of Afro-American Unity (OAAU), had it been permitted to thrive and
grow. Founded by Malcolm in 1964, and only shortly before Malcolm's February 1965
death, (some say assassination), and his pilgrimage to Mecca, the OAAU was clearly
headed upon a pathway towards becoming one of the African American Community's
primary revolutionary nationalist organizations.

The Proi:ram of the BPP: A Threat to American Capitalism.
· The common description of the BPP and why it posed a threat to the US government is
its advocacy of armed self-defense. Invariably, article after article, visual after visual
focuses in on the Panthers with their shotguns and ammunition belts entering the
California legislative or standing guard on Oakland streets.
The substantive reason for the US government's systematic offensive against the BPP,
however, was its "survival programs" and the extent to which urban black populations
(and other groups) gravitated to these programs as an alternative to US government and
US private, not-for-profit services.
Panther Party Chief of Staff, David Hilliard, has noted about the programs of the BPP,
"We call the program a 'survival program - survival pending
revolution - not something to replace revolution or challenge
the power relations demanding radical action, but an activity
that strengthens us for the coming fight, a lifeboat or raft
leading us safely to shore." (The Black Panther Party
Reconsidered, p. 31)
But it was specifically the practicality of the BPP programs and the BPP defensive stance
against police oppression that made the young Panther Party members attractive to
thousands upon thousands of urban Black Americans. Panther free medical Clinics were
in neighborhoods which were under served by state-run and private medical facilities and
practitioners. Helping families reach far-away prison sites to visit incarcerated fathers and
brothers, mothers, wives and sisters, became a service that was deeply appreciated by
families with little means and few running cars. It was this building of alternative
institutions that was a major, if not the major source of support coming from the masses
of black people and others towards the BPP (and it was how much the BPP was
supported that constituted the real threat to American ruling forces and institutions,
especially police forces). As scholar Eqbal Ahmad points out in one of his writings about
the Vietnam War as an insurgent situation.
"As noted earlier, revolutionary warfare demands the
development of new styles and institutions before the
attainment of power. In order to elicit voluntary and maximum
participation by the people under conditions of extreme stress,
the revolutionary leaders and cadres must form organic ties
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with them. Revolutionary style and institutions are most
successful when they are qualitatively different from the
existing ones and, at the same time, appeal to the deepest and
most natural yearnings of the masses."
Hoover and the FBI boys and girls at the time, were very clear about the significance of
the BPP programs. Dr. Tracye Matthews (more on her later) finishes up an insightful
observation in one of her many articles quoting an internal FBI memo. Both Tracye's
thoughts and the FBI memo are worth citing in full:
"Panther survival programs were an ideological and practical
counter to the misinformation and destruction campaign being
waged against the BPP. In fact, many of the FBI's activities
against the Party were designed to undermine the free breakfast
for children operations and other community based "survival
programs". An FBI memo from Director J. Edgar Hoover in
1969 described the free breakfast program as "the best and
most influential activity going for the BPP and as such, is
potentially the greatest threat to efforts by authorities .... to
neutralize the BPP and destroy what it stands for."
(From "No one Ever Asks What A Man's Role in the
Revolution is").
By the end of the 1960's, early 1970's there were various radical black organizations that
had emerged in African American communities. In 1968-69, out of several plants in the
Detroit Michigan area, came several different revolutionary union movements (e.g.,
DRUM, the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement) which ultimately merged to form
the League of Revolutionary Black Workers (LRBW) which would later metamorphise
into the Black Workers Congress (BWC).
Two other key radical black organizations were: 1) the Congress of African People
(CAP), headed Amiri Boraka which organized the National Black Assembly in Gary
Indiana in 1972; and 2) the Youth Organization for Black Unity (YOBU), an originally
student organization that started in Greensboro, North Carolina. Scholar Rod Bush in his
1999 book, We Are Not What We Seem, says about YOBU:
"For YOBU the Black liberation struggle was national in
character, international in scope, and scientific (socialist) in
principle. By 1972 YOBU had moved toward Marxism. By
1974 it was in the process of forming a Maoist pre-party
formation to include Peoples College, Malcolm X Liberation
University, Lynn Eusan Institute in Houston, and the Marxist
Leninist Collective in San Francisco and Detroit. These
organizations formed the left wing of the African Liberation
Support Committee, a united front-type organization."
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The National Black Assembly, known officially as The National Black Political
Convention (NBPC) was an attempt to meld various black political and community
groups into one organization. The one time meeting in March 1972 was convened by
Gary Mayor Richard Hatcher, Congressman Charles Diggs from Detroit, Michigan and
poet Amiri Baraka (once known as LeRoi Jones). More than 3000 delegates and 4000
observers attended the meeting. I recall it as being in a big gym filled with people from
all types of political orientations. A good sense of the political and ideological intent of
the NBPC can be found in the Declaration that the meeting issued. In the introduction is
the assertion:
"A Black political convention, indeed all truly Black politic
must begin from this truth: the American system does not work
for the masses of our people, and it cannot be made to work
without radical fundamental change."
Looking back at this organization, one notices that while "nationalist" i.e. geared to help
only black people in its form and rhetoric, it was also committed to saving white
America. One of the adopted Declaration's last passages reads:
"We lift up a Black Agenda recognizing that White America
moves towards the abyss created by its own racist arrogance,
misplaced priorities, rampant materialism and ethical
bankruptcy. Therefore, we are certain that the Agenda we now
press for in Gary is not only for the future of Black humanity,
but is probably the only way the rest of America can save itself
from the harvest of its criminal past."
Of all these movements, however, the BPP stands out as the one which most captures the
imagination and loyalty of key black American communities, especially urban
communities. Youth particularly, a broad gambit of youth, from various class
backgrounds are attracted to the BPP. In part, the attraction emanates from how
impressed people, especially young people, are with the audacity and courage of the BPP.
The party members standing up to the police with their shotguns and pistols, the black
berets, the leather jackets, all serve to give young black people (and especially black
people who are "hurting", "the lumpen", the dealers, the pimps) a pride, respect and sense
of power that the society at large would never provide them. In a period pushing black
power and black pride, the BPP provided concrete ways young black people could
demonstrate black power and being, as the Nina Simone song of the time put it, "Young,
gifted, and Black."
It's important this sense of pride, of being someone. The Memphis sanitation workers in
1968 just before Dr. King's assassination, wore huge signs saying I AM A MAN. The
September 1971 uprising by African American and Latino prisoners at Attica stated in
the preamble to their FIVE DEMANDS: "We are MEN! We are not beasts and do not
intend to be beaten or driven as such. The entire prison populace has set forth to change
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forever the ruthless brutalization and disregard for the lives of the prisoners here and
throughout the United States.
The Rev. Jessie Jackson would later launch much of his charismatic appeal around
utilizing the Slogan "I AM SOMEBODY." So one major part of the BPP's standing out
was its adroitness at negating the negation, which the American system did so
dramatically and to so many people's lives.
A second major dimension of BPP life that made the BPP stand out was the example of
leadership, the modeling of leadership that was provided by women in the Black Panther
· Party. Women held up "more than '1/2 the sky' in the BPP!". This is not to say that there
was not intense struggle over gender and gender-related questions within the BPP.
Sometimes, it was only at great cost, that women carved out their space of leadership
within a formally male-dominated organization. They traveled a long, long road from
Eldridge Cleaver's famous "pussy power" sloganeering in Oct., 1968 at Stanford
University in Palo Alto California. And the carving was not just done by the famous
Panther women, i.e. Assata Shakur, Ericka Huggins, Kathleen Cleaver and Elaine Brown.
It was also done by hundreds of more "ordinary people" who ran the free breakfast
programs, the medical clinics and the liberation school. Women made the BPP work.
Kathleen Cleaver cites Bobby Seales once doing a survey that found that 2/3 of the BPP' s
5000 members were women.
{Tell the story of Tandi, Candalesa and Karen at St Mary's High School in 1969 and in
1971 and 1975, their reaction to Fred Hampton's death, their role in keeping me from
being fired}
Dr. Tracy Matthews (who would have joined us, if she could have) quotes a female
member of the BPP Brooklyn Branch in a wonderful article she's written ("No One Ever
Asks What A Man's Role in the Revolution is: Gender politics and Leadership in the
BPP, 1966-71")4 as recalling:
"We could talk about this stuff [gender and sexism]. We could
talk about it just as we talked about capitalism and imperialism.
But I don't know that we internalized it. I think we saw that our
Party line was that there was not difference [between men and
women]. We tried to be progressive in our thinking. But I think
what we didn't realize was that we were just as much victims
of a social condition that perpetuated it and that we carried
these traits with us."
Tracy goes on to conclude in her article that "despite their limitations (or perhaps because
of them) and the generally dire circumstances in which they found themselves, the BPP
was still often ahead of most other black nationalist organizations and many white leftist

4

In Sisters in the Struggle: African American Women in the Civil Right - Black Power Movement, e.d., Bettye Collier - Thomas
New York University Press, 2001
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and mainstream organizations in their progress toward addressing (at least rhetorically)
'the woman question." According to Assata Shakur.
"The BPP was the most progressive organization at that time
(and) had the most positive images in terms of. .. the position
of women in the propaganda .... I felt it was the most positive
thing that I could do because many of the other organizations at
the time were so sexist, I mean to the extreme ... There was a
whole saturation of the whole climate with this quest for
manhood .... even though that might be oppressive to you as a
human being ..... For me joining the BPP was one of the best
options at the time."
Another feature of the BPP that distinguished them from other African American radical
movements at the time was their consistency at reaching out to other oppressed groups
and forging alliances. (The Communist Party was another formation that was skilled at
doing this). The BPP's placement of gay rights on their agenda in 1970 at their
Revolutionary People's Constitutional Convention illustrated Panther outreach. Chairman
Huey Newton's position paper at the time explained what was far-sighted and quite
prophetic party thinking:
"We have not said much about homosexuals at all, but we must
relate to the homosexual movement because it is a real thing.
And I know through reading, and through my life experience
and observations that homosexuals are not given freedom and
liberty by anyone in the society. They might be the most
oppressed in the society."
His paper continued on to conclude:
"We should be careful about using [these] terms that might tum
our friends off. The terms "faggot" and "punk" should be
deleted from our vocabulary .... We should try. to form a
working coalition with the gay liberation and women's
liberation groups. WE MUST ALWAYS HANDLE SOCIAL
FORCES IN THE MOST APPROPRIATE MANNER.
[Emphasis added].
Across the country the BPP reached out to and worked with other racial groups and other
progressive forces. They worked with the Brown Berets in the Southwest and on the west
coast (Latinos, largely Mexican); with the young Lords in Chicago and New York
(Latinos - Puerto Rican); with Rising up Angry and the Patriot Party (white working
class in Chicago); with SDS nationally; with the Red Guard Party (Chinese in Oakland); I
War Kuem (Chinese in New York) with Japanese American progressive youth
organizations in New York and Chicago); and with anti-war forces everywhere.
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Then there were the international relationships and impact of the BPP.
[Tell story about my own role-helping link BPP to FRELIMO].
It was all this profile and substantive
activity that led to a United States
government decision to terminate the
BPP and all other radical/progressive
forces in the African American
community. Under directives like the
March 4, 1968 J. Edgar Hoover FBI
· COINTELPRO Memorandum read text
(Bush p. 215). There began a series of
initiatives and programs that were both
covert and over activities, including:
(In their design and scope they
approximate the "Total Strategy Plan
that the South African apartheid
government would use in the 1980' s
against its black population)
• Armed raids (assassination of
Fred Hampton and other armed
attacks)
• Infiltration
• Surveillance + informing
• Fomenting discard between
organizations Chicago Panthers
and the Disciples Los Angeles
Panthers and US
• Burglary + assault
• Drug distributions
• Letter writing

AIRTEL TO SAC, ALBANY
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

03/04/1968

Nationalist activity , and interested in counterintelligence, to
coordinate this program. This Agent will be responsible for the
periodic progress letters being requested, but each Agent working
this type of case should participle in the formulation of
counterintelligence operations.

GOALS
For maximum effectiveness of thos Counterintelligence Program ,
and to prevent wasted effort, long-range goals are being set.
1. Prevent the coalition of militant black nationalist groups. In
unity there is strength; a truism that is no less valid for all its
triteness. An effective coalition of black nationalist groups
might be the first step toward a real "Mau Mau" in American,
the beginning of a true black revolution .
2. Prevent the rise of a "messiah" who could unify, and electrify,
the militant black nationalist movement. Malcolm X might
have been such a "messinh;" he is the martyr of the movement
today . Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael and Elijah
Muhammed all aspire to this position. Elijah Muhammed is less
of a threat because of his age. King could be a very real
contender for this position should he abandon his supposed
"obedience" to "white, liberal doctrines" (nonviolence) and
embrace black nationalism. Carmichael has the necessary
charism to be a real threat in this way.
3. Prevent violence on the part of black nationalist groups. This is
of primary importance, and is, of course, a goal of our
investigative activity; it should also be a goal of the
counterintelligence program. Through counterintelligence it
should be possible to pinpoint potential troublemakers and
neutralize them before they exercise their potential for violence.
4. Prevent militant black nationalist groups and leaders from
gaining respectability, by discrediting them to three separate
segments of the community. The goal of discrediting black
nationalists must be handled tactically in three ways. You must
discredit these groups and individuals to, first, the responsible
Negro community. Second, they must be discredited to the
white community, both the responsible community and to
"liberals" who have vestiges of sympathy for militant black
nationalist simply because they are Negroes. Third, these
groups must be discredited in the eyes of Negro radicals, the
followers of the movement. This last area requires entirely
different tactics from the first two. Publicity about violent
tendencies and radical statements merely enhances black
nationalists to the last group; its adds "respectability" in a
different way.
5. A final goal should be to prevent the long-range growth of
militant black nationalist organizations, especially among
youth. Specific tactics to prevent these groups from converting
young people must be developed.

The 1966 rise of the BPP was, as one
author puts it' "rapid and dramatic"; its
fall, says the same author, was "slow
and embarrassing." What we need to
learn from the appearance and demise
of the BPP is how a radical political
organization mobilized US populations
and what mistakes were made. In 1969 the BPP had "circa" 5000 members in 40 states of
the USA. By 1980 the BPP, was reduced to less than 50 members in Oakland, California
(with sprinklings of wannabe Panther organizations that sprang up in different places,
most notably, Milwaukee, Wisconsin)
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Clearly political repression by the state has been, for decades, the main source of halting
radical political projects emanating out of African American communities. After
sustained maneuvering and scheming by J. Edgar Hoover and his boys and girls, an allwhite jury convicted Marcus Garvey of mail fraud and had him deported in 1927.
In the Cold War period, anti-communist and racism were joined to motor the repressing
of key leaders like W.E.B. DuBois, Paul and Eslanda Robeson, Alphaeus Hinton, Ben
Davis Jr and multiple others, known and unknown. During the first half of the century
literally thousands of African American's were lynched, burned and/or mutilated
sometimes as picnic fodder, sometimes privately.
But the Federal government's virtual war against the BPP from 1968 to 1980 represents
the modernization of US Repression's strategies and tactics (with much of what was done
domestically being applied to international arenas and vice-a-versa).
By 1969 the BPP was the central focus of COINTELPRO with 233 of 295 total FBI
counterintelligence programs being aimed at African American groups, esp. Panther and
Panther linked groups. Various federal (IRS, CIA, DEA) agencies and local and state
agencies beyond the FBI went after the BPP. In May 1971, President Attorney General
John Mitchell, Nixon, John Mitchell and Hoover launched a counterintelligence program
called NEWKILL (New York Police Killings) against the BPP for its alleged
involvement in a series of police killings. What might be said summarily is that "Given
the level of sophistication, unlimited manpower and resources available to the Federal
Government repressive machinery, it was not only understandable that the BPP met its
eventual demise, but remarkable ... that the Party lasted as long as it did." (p. 383, the
Black Panther Party Reconsidered).
The other side of the ledger sheet points out what might be called the role of internal
factors in explaining the demise of the BPP. A recent commentator on the BPP singles
out three internal factors:
1. Intra party conflict
2. Strategic organizational errors and
3. A rise in party authoritarianism
4. that led to the demise of the BPP
He argues that all the above plus "unwarranted concentration of power in one or a few
leaders (the Huey and Eldridge Factors) eventually undermined the BPP.
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We have arrived today at an exceedingly different political situation in the twenty-six
years that have passed since the last radical moments of the BPP. Various other important
political projects have sprung out of the AA community that need to be noted.
1. The Combahee River Collective Statement 1977

2.
3.
4.
5.

The Rainbow Push Coalition of Jessie Jackson 1988
The Million-Man March of Rev. Louis Farakkham 1995
The Black Radical Congress (BRC) 1998
The Election of Mayor Harold Washington in Chicago (1983) and the current
10,000 Black elected officials and the Congressional Black Caucus

Of all these important undertakings, clearly it is the Combahee River Collective and the
Black Radical Congress that are the "radical or transformative projects. The former is a
grouping of black women who came out of the civil rights movement, black nationalist
struggles and the BPP. Their analysis says (among other things) the following: (Their
analysis also clearly moves them beyond mere "identity politics")
"We realize that liberation of all oppressed peoples necessitates
the destruction of the political-economic systems of capitalism
and imperialism as well as patriarchy. We are socialists
because we believe the work must be organized for the
collective benefit of those who do the work and create the
products and not for the profit of the bosses. Material resources
must be equally distributed among those who create these
resources. We are not convinced, however, that a socialist
revolution that is not also a feminist and antiracist revolution
will guarantee our liberation. We have arrived at the necessity
for developing an understanding of class relationships that
takes into account the specific class position of black women
who are generally marginal in the labor force, while at this
particular time some of us are temporarily viewed as doubly
desirable tokens at white-collar and professional levels. We
need to articulate the real class situation of persons who are not
merely raceless, sexless workers, but for whom racial and
sexual oppression are significant determinants in their
working/economic lives. Although we are in essential
agreement with Marx's theory as it applied to the very specific
economic relationships he analyzed, we know that this analysis
must be extended further in order for us to understand our
specific economic situation as black women ... 5
The Black Radical Congress has at the core of its credo the following from the Preamble
of the organization's Freedom Agenda6 •
5
6

Combahee River Collective Statement, 1977, 'What We Believe .... "
Adopted by 2000+ black people in Chicago, June 19 - 21 , 1998
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"Resistance is in our marrow as Black people, given our
history in this place. From the Haitian revolution, to the U.S.
abolitionist movement against slavery, to the twentieth-century
movement for civil rights and empdwerment, we have
struggled and died for justice. We believe that struggle must
continue, and with renewed vigor. Our historical experiences
suggest to us, by negative example, what a truly just and
democratic society should look like: It should be democratic,
not just in myth but in practice, a society in which all people regardless of color, ethnicity, religion, nationality, national
origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, family structure, or mental
or physical capability - enjoy full human rights, the fruits of
their labor, and the freedom to realize their full human
potential. If you agree and if you are committed to helping
achieve justice and democracy in the twenty-first century,
please sign your name and/or the name of your organization to
this 15-point Freedom Agenda.
And the following as the key elements of the 15-point Freedom Agenda.

The Freedom Agenda:
I. We will fight for the human rights of Black people and all people.
II. We will fight for political democracy.
III. We will fight to advance beyond capitalism, which has demonstrated its structural
incapacity to address basic human needs worldwide and, in particular, the needs
of Black people
IV. We will fight to end the super-exploitation of Southern workers.
V. We will struggle to ensure that all people in society receive free public education.
VI. We will struggle against state terrorism.
VII. We will struggle for a clean and healthy environment.
VIII. We will fight to abolish police brutality, unwarranted incarceration and the death
penalty.
IX. We will fight for gender equality, for women's liberation, and for women's rights
to be recognized as human rights in all areas of personal, social, economic and
political life.
X. We recognize lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people as full and equal
members of society, and of our communities.
XI. We support affirmative action.
XII. We will fight for reparations.
XIII. We will struggle to build multicultural solidarity and alliances among all people
of color.
XIV. We will uphold the right of the African-American people to self-determination.
XV. We support the liberation struggles of all oppressed people.
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One of the 15-points is "we will fight for reparations." Mention of the "Reparations"
question reminds me that the Reparations Movement is another political project of lasting
importance today. Thus far it has largely been sparked by the National Black United
Front (NBUF) and N'COBRA. The African American reparations movement
demonstrates an ability to span class formations inside the AA community but not to
reach out to other groups seeking "reparations" like Native Americans (domestically) and
African groups (internationally) like the Hereros in Namibia.
On September 11, 2001, a new curtain dropped over the USA. The so-called "war on
terrorism" and the active wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have created an atmosphere of
· reaction and fear, of destruction and suspicion. It is an atmosphere where, as historian
Robin Kelley puts it, "anyone who is not down with the war plan can be labeled a
traitor"; an atmosphere where wiretapping, surveillance, torture detention and being
sentenced to "death by drug dealing" are becoming normalized modalities of governance.
People in "poor", "black", Latinos or native American communities live in situations
where the conditions of negation have become "Hollywoodized", corporatized and
normalized. (Conditions of negation are where 'affirmative action' has been terminated;
drug dealing are the economic mainstream of a community; where 'time' in prison/jail
substitutes for college or a job; where love and intimacy are cheaper than in the dollar
store; where every dispute is settled by a magnum, Uzi or pit bull and where the "hello"
greeting is supplanted by "Hey Bitch!" or Hey Niggah !")
Despite the situation, one must remain positive. The history of black struggle in the USA
is the pivotal history of American peoples struggles. The history of radicalism and
progressive change in African American communities (and other communities) is a
history of change and transformation in the midst of vast challenges and hardship.
History teaches us that radical, transformative projects rooted in the daily living
conditions of pain and suffering, impacting thousands of people will surge forward once
again.
It teaches us, as well, that these future movements may well go to much deeper levels
than the question of whether a black man or a woman should or can become the
President. Further, history teaches us that, while dire, costly and violent, future struggles
will be more grounded in truths and needs wedded to loving visions. These future
struggles will be geared at forging a system that guarantees every person:

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

right to shelter
right to food
right to healthcare
right to productive work
right to read
right to think critically
right to continuous complete and open education
right to love whomever they want
right to know one's history
right to a life of dignity and value
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